What our alumni say...
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AND LOOK INTO FUTURE
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M ajor Achieve m en t s

The grey chairs and the plainness

Through his eyes I saw the lovely pond situated right at the heart

•

Establishment of the Environmental Protection Department in 1986

of the long, oval table were now

of the HKU in Mr Ho’s days. “The grass, the lawn… So much has

•

Assisting the University in setting up a Department of Spe ech and Hearing

brightened up by the purple vest

changed. You know I lost my way when I came here!” Witnessing

Science in 1988

he was wearing underneath his

laughter inside the conference room, there remains the HKU who

Planning, legislating and organising the first direct election to the Legislative

suit. Between red and blue,

watches its students learn, grow and step into the outside world.

Council in 1991
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Formulating and implementing the first innovation and technology programme

was the color of balance and

When asked about advice for the young generation, Mr Ho pointed

(including the Hong Kong Science Park, the Hong Kong Applied Science and

peace.

out that there were many new challenges for us to tackle. “In my
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days, it was an uphill battle to get information.” Mr Ho recalled

“Meeting with Mr Ho was a lovely experience. From him

MR FRANCIS SUEN WAI HO
1976 BSc Graduate

•
•

Technology Institute and the various funding schemes) 1996 to 2007
•

Introduction of digital terrestrial fre e television in Hong Kong 2003 to 2007

•

Overse eing the planning, funding and implementation of major transport

of

remained.

lectures

I learned about many great attributes one should have

Behind the rectangular pair

using punch cards during computer science class in the older

of glasses was his pride in

days, “But now, information comes too easily.” Critical thinking,

solitude. “I think I spent

in dealing with problems such as fake news, is the essential

crucial for me to fully utilize the wonderful resources

90% of time on books,

skill we all need. “When you travel to Korea, for example, think

offered here to develop myself into a well-rounded

labs and fieldwork when I

about why its economy has developed so impressively in the

infrastructure projects including the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macau bridge, crossborder high spe ed rail and various railway projects in Hong Kong 2007 to 2012

“Talent is formed in solitude, character in the stream of the world.”
–Wolfgang Goethe

for one to become a life-long learner. As Mr Ho shared
his past experiences at HKU, I was reminded that it is

global citizen.”
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